
Our trip to Slovakia

The trip to Slovakia was the best I participated in. I enjoyed

all the aspects of this trip: even the journey was good, not too

tiring thanks to the flight which replaced the bus trip.

The Slovakian people are very friendly and talkative: indeed

you can easily talk with unknown people in the street. More

specifically, about the exchange partners, they were nice with

us and shared funny moments. With them I was able to really

speak English: that is to say long conversations, more than 45

minutes, and not just some little

sentences…

The activities in this trip were quite good and interesting in general, however, in

my opinion, the main activity was the visit of Auschwitz, in Poland: indeed I already

have visited two others concentration camps but it remains very shocking and

difficult to imagine atrocities like that…

Guillaume Buron

Slovak culture is very different from ours, for example they eat at anytime of the day, especially in the

evening (we ate sometimes at 4.30 PM!) or what’s special is that they do not drink during lunch, only after

it and they really love tea (which has no taste for me, or a very bad one). (…)

I had some unpleasant experience there but the Slovak doctor was very friendly and had a very good

medicine, which is very helpful when the nearest hospital is 150 km away!

One of my favorite experiences was when we walked up a big hill where there was a huge statue of Christ

just like in Rio. We had an amazing view on a very nice landscape: lakes and mountains. It was

breathtaking!

Arthur Favereaux

I enjoyed this trip to Slovakia a lot because people were very nice. For me the

most interesting place we visited is Auschwitz but it was very special to see hair

and shoes from people who were deported to this concentration and

extermination camp.

My family was nice and during the weekend we did some fun activities like

bowling. (…)

I prefer their style of life because it looks less stressful than in France, and their

school days are shorter.

Aymeric Obled



The trip lasted from the 3rd to the 10rd October. We went by bus and plane. When we arrived at 9AM,

Slovak teachers made a presentation about our week. I went to Michaela’s house, my partner. On Friday,

we did a big party with all Slovaks and French! The next day, we went to the swimming pool with a little

group of Slovaks and in the evening we did the same like Friday. Sunday was a day of rest, because we

went to the show organized by the School, which celebrated its 60years! My partner went to church, but I

stayed in her house. (…)

Jesse Demarescaut

The words to summarize the trip in Slovakia are amazing,

awesome and wonderful.

I think it was the best exchange because the Slovak people

were very nice and my Slovak partner was caring. Our

evenings were super: we had good time.

On Monday, it was a fine day because we did shopping in the

morning and later we did a monkey way with our teachers,

during which we laughed much.

It was the best trip for me, we made the most of it since it was

the last at high school and moreover there were excellent

relationships between both groups!

Justine Baligniez

For the first time, I took the airplane, to go to Slovakia. The

first day, we went to take a train to see the landscape.

There are beautiful woods.

The funniest it was the monkey way, I did that for the first

time. But it was really high so when I needed to pass an

obstacle I was scared, but I wasn't the only one!

Kathleen Soudier


